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Figure 4.1 - Illustrative Masterplan
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

The physical form of the Project is described in this Section, with a 
more detailed account of design development described in Section 
5 of this DAS. 

A full Project description is provided in Chapter 4 of the 
Environmental Statement.

Reference should also be made to the Application drawings, some 
of which are included in this DAS. 

4.2. ENERGY GENERATION 

The Project is an offshore generating station, including an 
impounding wall and cable route connection, with a generating 
capacity of 240MW.  The generating element of the Project 
consists of underwater turbines in a turbine housing located on 
the seabed on the most south-westerly point of the Lagoon. 

The Project generates electricity through the release of the kinetic 
energy stored in the head of water both within and outwith the 
impoundment.  As the ebb tide flows away from the foreshore, the 
sluice gates in the turbine housing are closed and in combination 
with the breakwater bund, or seawall, the structure holds the tide 
at the peak of its flow tide level.  This is held until the ebb tide 
reaches its nadir and there is a peak difference in the level of the 
water within the lagoon to that outside; this difference is called 
‘head’.  At the optimum time, the water in the lagoon is released 
through the turbines and the sluice gates (used to further optimise 
the flow); at this time the full force of the kinetic energy contained 
in the head is used to turn the turbines located within a depth of 
water close to the seabed. With the use of bi-directional turbines, 
the same process can be repeated on the flow tide.  As a result, it 
is expected that the Project will be capable of producing reliable 
renewable electricity for up to 14 hours a day, some 400GWh net 
of electricity on an annual basis, which is enough to power around 
121,000 homes.  The electricity generated will be fed into the 

National Electricity Transmission System (NETS) via National Grid’s 
substation in Baglan.  The connection will be activated by way of 
an underground cable connection from the generating station. 

4.3. OVERVIEW OF PROJECT ELEMENTS

The vision for the Project is to create a power plant that harnesses 
the power of the tides in Swansea Bay to provide electricity that is 
secure, local, renewable, reliable and long-term.  The Project will 
be located adjacent to Swansea Port at the eastern gateway to the 
City of Swansea.  

The specific location and shape of the Lagoon within the Bay is 
dictated by the depths of water (bathymetry); the geology of the 
seabed; the proximity of grid infrastructure; the opportunities for 
associated seafront regeneration; and the need to design for the 
mitigation of environmental impacts.  The scale of the Project is 
dictated by the interrelationships between the Tawe and Neath 
rivers; port access; detailed bathymetry and geology; the ratio of 
seawall length to volume of water enclosed, in order to optimise 
power output; and the need to ensure the structural integrity of 
the seawall and turbine housings for the life of the Project. 

The main features of the Project are illustrated on Figure 4.1 and 
include:

 ▪ The Lagoon and seawalls

 ▪ Turbines and sluice gates

 ▪ Cable route connection to the existing substation

 ▪ Proposed buildings and Maritime Park

 ▪ Highways and access routes

 ▪ Lagoon Water Shuttle pontoon and associated access

 ▪ Mariculture facilities and habitat areas

 ▪ Water quality enhancement works

THE PROJECT4.0
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4.3.1. The Lagoon and seawalls

The main feature of the Project will be the Lagoon, which is 
formed by a permanent breakwater bund wall about 9.5km long, 
enclosing approximately 11.5km2 of the seabed and foreshore that 
extends approximately 3.5km into the Bay.  A number of options 
have been considered for the Lagoon seawall, as discussed in 
Section 3 and Chapter 3 of the ES, the final option being the most 
appropriate balancing design requirements, environmental effects, 
technical requirements and stakeholder comments. 

The seawall will be connected to the shore in the vicinity of 
Swansea Port on the eastern side of the River Tawe and Swansea 
University’s Bay Campus (SUBC) to the east.  The seawall allows 
a difference in water level (or ‘head’) to be created between the 
Lagoon and the sea, by using gates to delay the tidal movement 
inside the Lagoon. Electricity is generated by directing the 
resulting flow of water (on both ebb and flood tides) through bi-
directional turbines. 

The construction of the seawall will vary subject to location 
and level of exposure, with a more substantial construction in 
more exposed and offshore areas.  The seawall will comprise a 
sediment core contained by sediment-filled Geotubes® covered 
in rock armour of various sizes.  The sediment will be taken from 
the seabed within the footprint of the Lagoon and will equate 
to approximately 5 million cubic metres.  The material will be 
dredged in one of two possible ways; a large area at a relatively 
shallow depth affecting only shallow sediments; or smaller deeper 
areas affecting localised areas of deeper sediment, as illustrated 
on Figures 4.3 and 4.4.  Dredging will also take place to facilitate 
the boating facilities, providing a permanent water depth of 
2m below lowest tide level within the sailing area, and around 
the turbine and sluice gate housing.  Where material cannot be 
utilised for the bund wall construction it will be removed from site.  
The extent of the this material will be minimised as far as possible. 

Impoundment of the Lagoon is also provided south of the SUBC 
and land to the east, where existing tidal defences and land are 
of variable quality and nature.  The main impounding element 
comprises the foundation material to the track extending to the 
rear of the dune and salt marsh areas which adjoin the shallower 
water areas of the Lagoon.

Where the seawall connects at the eastern landfall, it will be 
constructed from sediment only.  At more exposed locations, 
typically furthest offshore adjacent to the turbine and sluice gate 
structure, the seawall will be more substantial with a thicker 
protection layer on the seaward facing slope due to increased 
exposure to the elements and the need to achieve the required 
stability, as illustrated on Figure 4.5.

In less exposed locations nearer to the existing shore the seawall 
will have a more simple construction as it is easier to achieve the 
required stability.  Therefore, protection layers will also be thinner, 
as illustrated on Figure 4.6.

The angle of the rock armour that forms the slope of the seawalls 
gives stability to the bund and reduced reflection of waves.  The 
rock armour that has been incorporated into the design has 
natural low reflection levels.

The engineered toe at the base of the rock armour supports the 
main rock armour, as well as preventing erosion and scour at the 
base of the Geotubes®.

The seawall will sit on the seabed and narrow as it rises above the 
water level.  At a maximum it will be 107m wide at the base, with 
the crest being 13m wide, except in widened areas, most notably 
around the western landfall and area adjacent to the turbine 
housing to accommodate areas of public realm.  The seawall will 
be approximately 4m above average high tide (Mean High Water 
Spring - MHWS), and up to 12.5m above average low tide (Mean 
Low Water Spring - MLWS).  
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Figure 4.3 - Dredging options Figure 4.4 - Dredging options

Figure 4.3 - Tidal range within the Lagoon
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The level of the seawall at the most exposed locations is set at 
+13.5 ACD, falling to +13m ACD for a section adjacent to the Neath 
Channel and around +12.5m ACD along sections where the seawall 
approaches the two landfalls.  The levels of the top of the wall 
include an allowance for sea level rise of 0.315m over a 50 year 
period.  This represents the 95 per cent confidence level for a 
median scenario (based on the latest IPCC report).  

TLSB considered it cost effective to include design tolerances for 
the 50 year scenario and allowed sufficient flexibility in the design 
of the seawall to permit alterations to the seawall for a projected 
100 year sea level rise scenario and associated wave overtopping. 

It should be noted that, for this Project, levels are presented in 
Chart Datum (CD).  To avoid any confusion a standard conversion 
is used of -5.0m from Chart Datum to Ordnance Datum Newlyn 
(OD), as illustrated below. 

On the seaward side of the Lagoon, tidal heights will be unaffected 
by the Lagoon structure.  The Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT) will 
be +10.5 CD (or +5.5 OD) and the Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT) 
will be 0.0 CD (or -5.0 OD) outside of the Lagoon based on 2009 
tide tables.

On the landward side of the Lagoon, tidal heights will be affected 
by the Lagoon structure.  Water modelling has shown that spring 
tide levels will be reduced by 0.5m.  Therefore the HAT will be 
+10.0 CD (or +5.0 OD) and the LAT will be -0.5 CD (or -4.5 OD) 
inside of the Lagoon based on 2009 tide tables.

Along the seawalls, an attractive public route and access road 
will be created, the road sitting at a level of 12m CD, 0.5 to 1.5m 
below the crest of the outer rock armour and wave wall.  The road 
will provide access to the turbine and sluice gate housing structure 
for operational staff, emergency access and the public.  The road 
will be closed in extreme weather conditions and during agreed 
hours of darkness except for key O & M access.  Public realm 
areas provided along the seawall are discussed in more detail in 
subsequent sections. 

Figure 4.6 - Section through Lagoon seawall at more sheltered locations
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4.3.2. The turbines and sluice gates

The turbine and sluice gate housing is located at the southern end 
of the western arm of the seawall and is constructed of concrete.  
The turbines are laid out in a row, illustrated on Figure 4.7.  A 
maintenance pit will be provided at the end of the structure to 
allow large items to be maintained or repaired, and will extend to 
the depth of the housing.  The overall structure of the housing will 
be approximately 410m in length and 67.5m wide in the vicinity of 
the turbines, and around 45.5m wide in the vicinity of the sluice 
gates.  A sheet pile wall approximately 10 to 20m thick will be 
constructed around the base of the perimeter of the turbine and 
sluice gate structure to create an impenetrable barrier to prevent 
water flowing underneath the structure.  

Surrounding the turbine and sluice gate housing structure is a 
safety zone of between 375m and 500m, ensuring that for safety 
reasons that there is no public access into this area, which is 
illustrated on Figure 4.8.  Dolphin piles will also be located on 
the seaward side of the Lagoon to prevent vessels accessing the 
exclusion zone. 

It is proposed to install between 13 and 16 bi-directional turbines 
of 7m diameter in the turbine housing.  Two bi-directional turbine 
types are being considered, fixed speed or ‘synchronous’ (or 
variable speed) turbines.  As the turbines are bi-directional they 
are able to generate power with the water flow entering the 
Lagoon on the flood tide and leaving the Lagoon on the ebb tide. 

The housing unit is approximately 15m wide, 67.5m long and 
26.5m from the deepened seabed level to the apron, which will 
lie at -12m CD.  The housing will be constructed from reinforced 
concrete with large voids created, a number of which will be filled 
with sediment to increase the self weight of the structure.  A cross 
section of a turbine and housing is illustrated on Figure 4.10.

Located at either end of the housing is a ‘stop log’ recess.  This 
allows modular stop logs (barriers) to be installed with a crane 
to create two temporary walls.  This enables the turbines to be 
temporarily sealed off and the water pumped out for cleaning and 
maintenance.

The sluice gates are vertical lift metal gates that can be raised and 
lowered to ensure the minimum and maximum water levels are 
created in the Lagoon to maximise energy generation.  They will 
be opened and closed by mechanical means and can be controlled 
remotely from the control centre.   There will be a minimum of 
6 sluice gates, with a maximum of 10.  The sluice gates will sit in 
their own housing unit, approximately 16m wide, 45.4m long and 
26.5m from the deepened seabed level to the apron.  As with the 
turbine housing, the sluice gate housing will be constructed from 
reinforced concrete with large voids created, a number of which 
will be filled with sediment to increase the self weight of the 
structure.  A cross section of a sluice gate and housing is illustrated 
on Figure 4.11.

The configuration of the sluice gates and turbines will be such that 
scouring of the seabed is minimised as the water enters and leaves 
the Lagoon.  Furthermore, a concrete scour protection mattress 
will be constructed up to 30m wide on both sides of the housing 
structure.  Options for the mattress include construction of a 
double layer of geotextile fabric filled with concrete/grout.  

The precise location of the turbine housing structure will be 
determined as the engineering design progresses.  This will be 
undertaken prior to construction in order to select the most 
appropriate ground conditions for the housing, thereby minimising 
the need disposal of unsuitable sediments and optimising 
geophysical conditions for its construction. 

The two locations for the turbine housing are illustrated on  
Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.7 - Plan of turbine and sluice gate housing structure

Turbines Sluices

Figure 4.8 - Safety zone
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The turbine and sluice gate structure will also include a range of 
O&M rooms below the concrete apron and also above ground 
within the Offshore Building.  These will contain all the ancillary 
electrical and access infrastructure required to operate the 
turbines on a 24 hour manned basis. 

An external gantry crane will be located above the turbine 
housing, however, it is anticipated that the design will be 
developed to raise the roof and have an internal crane with a 
much reduced height.

© LDA Design Consulting LLP.  Quality Assured to BS EN ISO 9001:2008
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4.3.3.	 Cable	route	connection	to	existing	substation

Each turbine will be capable of generating 20MW of electricity.  
The combined electricity output will be stepped up in transformers 
in the turbine housing and transferred by three cables and will 
feed into the National Grid substation at Baglan Bay via a below 
surface cable route within the seawall, and then a single trench 
along most of its length between the Lagoon and substation.  
Sections of the cable route may need to be ducted prior to 
installation of the cables.  The total length of the cable route is 
approximately 10km. 

A number of options have been considered for the alignment of 
the cable route, and these are set out in the Consultation Report. 
The final proposed cable route is outlined below.

The cable route has been divided into six sections, illustrated on 
Figure 4.12 and includes:

 ▪  Section 1 - turbines to western landfall.  The cables will be 
laid within the western arm of the Lagoon seawall above high 
water mark

 ▪ Section 2 - western landfall to Fabian Way.  The cables will 
be buried under the proposed combined footpath/cycleway 
adjacent to the proposed access road south of Queen’s Dock 
and beneath the existing track south of Baldwin’s Crescent

 ▪ Section 3 - Fabian Way to the north of the SUBC with the 
following options:

 ▪ A: a route through the SUBC where the cables would be 
laid in  ducts under the main access road; or

 ▪ B: in the southern verge/cycleway along Fabian Way 
where the cable would be buried beneath the track

 ▪ Section 4 - Fabian Way to west of the River Neath with the 
following options: 

 ▪ A: through the SSSI where the cables would be buried; or

 ▪ B: in the southern verge/cycleway along Fabian Way 
where the cables would be buried beneath the track

 ▪ Section 5 - west of the River Neath to Baglan Bay substation 
with the following options:

 ▪ A: through existing disused pipe infrastructure; or

 ▪ B: new directional drilling under the River Neath where 
the cables would be located in new ducting

 ▪ Section 6 - connection into Baglan Bay substation where the 
cable will be buried and laid adjacent to an existing road/
track.

Where the cables are laid in ducts, these will be 150mm diameter  
ducts approximately 0.3m beneath the surface.  Where trenches 
are dug, the cables will be laid in a touching trefoil arrangement in 
a 1m wide trench with 1m cover to ground level from the top of 
the cable.

4.3.4.	 Proposed	buildings	and	Maritime	Park

Whilst the principal function of the Lagoon is as an electricity 
generating station, it will also provide recreational benefits to the 
local and wider community, with public use of the Lagoon actively 
encouraged.  It is anticipated that the Lagoon will attract some 
70,000 – 100,000 visitors per year for educational and recreational 
purposes.  Sporting events are anticipated to range from sailing 
competitions and training for a variety of classes of boat, to 
triathlon, swimming or running events once or twice a year, with 
between 2,000 and 8,000 visitors attending individual events.  The 
design of the public realm and buildings for the Project provide for 
this anticipated demand and flexibility of layout to cater for peak 
demand for any activities at the Lagoon.

Three focal areas are proposed to support the operation of the 
Lagoon, the function and content of each area described below, 
and illustrated on Figure 4.13.  These comprise:

 ▪ Western Landfall, including the Western Landfall Building

 ▪ Eastern Landfall 

 ▪ Offshore area, including the Offshore Building

It is anticipated that an electric bus will connect the Western 
Landfall and Offshore area.

The buildings and public realm are discussed more fully in Section 
5 of this DAS with a summary provided below.

Figure 4.13 - Building locations
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Western Landfall Building

Located at the Western Landfall is the Western Landfall Building 
which comprises a three storey structure divided into four 
separate blocks, extending over an area approximately 120m by 
18m and a total height of 13.5m with a finished floor level (FFL) 
of 11m CD.  The building will provide functional space associated 
with the operation and management aspects of the Lagoon, 
including controlled access to the western arm of the Lagoon 
seawall, as well as provision of space for recreational purposes.  
The building also includes external spaces associated with its 
operational key areas.

O&M facilities at the Western Landfall Building include:

 ▪ Stores space/workshop;

 ▪ Welfare facilities;

 ▪ Office accommodation;

 ▪ Control room;

 ▪ Emergency room/treatment space; and 

 ▪ An area for emergency boat storage.

Spaces integral to the building include:

 ▪ Gateway facilities including visitor orientation, exhibition 
space, visitor shop and offices;

 ▪ Boating/water sports centre including entrance area, changing 
facilities, dry training/wet briefing areas, workshops/storage, 
café/bar/social place and viewing terrace, classrooms and 
staff facilities and medical room;

 ▪ Public WC facilities;

 ▪ Stairs, ramps and lifts for access to all throughout the facility; 
and

 ▪ Hatchery comprising office space and laboratories.

External facilities include:

 ▪ Access control to the Lagoon seawall;

 ▪ 300 parking spaces and 6 coach parking spaces; 

 ▪ Bus and heavy vehicle turning facilities;

 ▪ Soft slipway access to the Lagoon;

 ▪ Slipway access to the Lagoon and sheltered harbour with 
pontoons;

 ▪ Boat and bike storage area;

 ▪ Hard standing areas, public realm and recreational space; and

 ▪ Lighting of external spaces for key circulation routes and 
amenity way-finding.

The building is illustrated in Figure 4.1.4 and considered more fully 
in Section 5 of this DAS.

Eastern Landfall

The Eastern Landfall, accessed via a controlled access from the 
main Lagoon road, will include the Burrows Information Centre, 
a structure that will provide shelter, a SSSI information point and 
a viewing platform.  The structure will be a single storey, up to 
4m high and have a ground floor area of approximately 1-12m x 
10-12m.  It will be located within the dune and grassland created 
to the southern side of Swansea University Bay Campus and can 
also provide access control to the eastern end of the Lagoon 
seawall for O&M purposes.  The structure will also contain visitor 
information/orientation facilities and information relating to 
the Project and biodiversity interest of the Crymlyn Burrows 
SSSI.  There will be an external hardstanding area sufficient for 
maintenance that will also provide a turning area along with 
parking for a single vehicle. 

The structure is illustrated in Figure 4.15 and considered more 
fully in Section 5 of this DAS.

Figure 4.14 - Western Landfall Building Figure 4.15 - Burrows Information Facility 
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Offshore	Building

This Offshore Building will comprise a three storey structure 
with a ground floor area approximately 35m by 47m with the 
overall height of the building being 21m and FFL of 12.5m CD.  
The Building will provide operation and management facilities 
associated with the turbines and sluices and recreational facilities 
for visitors.  O&M facilities for the turbines will also be provided, 
below the concrete apron within the turbine and housing 
structure.  

O&M facilities at the Offshore Building include:

 ▪ Stores space;

 ▪ Welfare facilities;

 ▪ Office accommodation; 

 ▪ Control room;

 ▪ Emergency room/treatment space; and

 ▪ An area for emergency boat storage.

Visitor spaces integral to the Building include:

 ▪ Reception and visitor facilities, including composting toilets;

 ▪ Galleries and multi-functional exhibition space;

 ▪ Turbine viewing gallery;

 ▪ Viewing terraces;

 ▪ Education facilities;

 ▪ Restaurant/café; and

 ▪ Staircases and lifts for access to all throughout the facility.

External facilities include:

 ▪ Access control to the east and turbine housing for key 
maintenance operations;

 ▪ Operational hardstanding area on the turbine housing apron;

 ▪ 25 car parking spaces for staff and maintenance vehicles 
locating along the housing structure, with DDA compliant 
parking in closer proximity to the Building;

 ▪ Bus and heavy vehicle turning facilities;

 ▪ Bike storage;

 ▪ Public realm associated with the visitor experience; and

 ▪ Access and boat platform beyond the exclusion zone, inside 
the Lagoon seawall jetty/floating pontoon and steps.

The Building is illustrated in Figure 4.16 and considered more fully 
in Section 5.

Figure 4.16 - Offshore Building
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Maritime	Park

The offshore and onshore environment of the Lagoon is planned 
such that it encompasses O&M requirements associated with 
the operation of the energy generation facility, as well as related 
recreational opportunities.  The masterplan for the Project 
addresses the existing waterside environments impounded by 
the Lagoon seawall and proposes a Maritime Park with specific 
character areas that reflect different functions and contexts.  The 
character areas comprise: 

 ▪ Landward Urban Park;

 ▪ Broad Seaward Park; 

 ▪ Narrow Seaward Park; and

 ▪ Landward Urban Park.

The Lagoon masterplan is illustrated in Figure 4.17 and is 
considered more fully in Section 5.
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Figure 4.17 - Illustrative Masterplan
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A circular route is provided around the Lagoon for O&M and 
recreational purposes.  This extends around the Lagoon seawall 
and along the existing Queen’s Dock waterfront as an enhanced 
public realm and access road environment.  Public realm and 
landscape and habitat creation at either end of the route integrate 
the western and eastern landfall points of the impounding seawall.  
Sculptural elements of varying height and form will also be located 
around the length of the Lagoon seawall, based on the concept of 
a ‘string of pearls’.

To the east the proposals comprise the establishment of salt 
marsh, coastal grassland, dunes and beach areas associated 
with publicly accessible cycle and footpath routes, as well as the 
Information Facility described above, illustrated on Figure 4.18. 

To the west the proposals include the Western Landfall Building, 
as described above, and associated outdoor recreational space 
including hardstanding for boats, play areas and open space, a 
beach and attractive public realm.  This area forms a destination 
location and entrance to the western seawall that extends as an 
area of attractive public realm towards the Offshore Building, 
illustrated on Figure 4.19.

The impounded water of the Lagoon will provide opportunities 
for a water sports venue capable of providing a body of water for 
local, regional and national events with spectator areas along the 
Lagoon, illustrated on Figure 4.20.

The rock armour of the seawall, which will extend for variable 
distances, will provide opportunities for habitat creation at and 
below water level, with the wall itself providing safe and formal 
facilities for recreational fishermen and informal opportunities for 
runners, walkers and cyclists.

Figure 4.18 - Eastern Landfall Figure 4.19 - Western Landfall Figure 4.20- Sailing area
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4.3.5. Highways and access routes

Access to the Lagoon during operation will be via a new access 
road with cycle and footway extending from the traffic controlled 
junction on Fabian Way and linking with Langdon Road before 
extending into the operational port area, illustrated on Figure 
4.21.  Once within the existing port, the road aligns with the 
existing port road, passing to the southern side of the Waste 
Water Treatment Works before heading west along the southern 
edge of the Queen’s Dock.  The Queen’s Dock waterfront currently 
comprises a port road with wide grass and stoned verges, and rock 
armour seawall protection surmounted by a 2m high concrete wall 
with limited sea access.  The proposed access road will extend 
along the southern side of the Queen’s Dock, utilising the existing 
port road, with the existing concrete wall removed.  The new port 
road and security fence is proposed to the north of the Lagoon 
access road permitting port operations to continue, illustrated on 
Figure 4.22.

Located at the junction with the existing ABP entrance to the port, 
a new gateway feature will be provided, allowing visitors to stop 
and have views over the Lagoon.

Overall, the Lagoon road will be in the order of 5.5m wide with a 
3m wide cycle/footway.  There will be controlled access 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week for staff and emergency vehicles, with 
controlled public access ensuring access is closed during extreme 
weather conditions, and is limited by duration and location during 
the hours of darkness. 

An access track for O&M vehicles will be provided from the main 
access road to the Eastern Landfall with a cycle and footway 
running alongside.  

Links to nearby bus stops on Fabian Way have been planned 
through the Access and Movement Strategy.  In addition, 
opportunities for a bus drop off and pick up point for Lagoon 
visitors making an onward journey from buses out of the city 
centre and onto a shuttle bus to the western landfall of the 
Lagoon, within the existing city park and ride facility, and north of 
junction 3 have been discussed during consultation.

Access and movement is considered more fully in Section 5.

Figure 4.21 - Proposed Lagoon access road
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Figure 4.22 - Proposed section through access road 
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4.3.6.	 Lagoon	Water	Shuttle	pontoon	and	associated	access

Located on the western edge of the western landfall will be a 
pontoon suitable for use by Lagoon Water Shuttle providing a 
connection across the River Tawe to the city centre of Swansea, 
illustrated on Figure 4.23.  The removal of the existing eastern 
breakwater will allow a suitable access point to be created for the 
Water Shuttle.

4.3.7.	 Mariculture	facilities	and	habitat	areas

Mariculture facilities (the cultivation of marine organisms) will be 
proposed as part of the Project. 

Saltmarsh, coastal maritime grassland and dunes are proposed 
with the establishment of species suitable to the context and 
improvement of existing habitats.  A quiet zone within the 
Lagoon will also be provided for birds, where water sports will 
be discouraged.  Roosting areas will also be provided at locations 
around the Lagoon, including ledges and there is also potential for 
a bird raft or island to be provided. 

Oyster spatting ponds will be included in the intertidal zone, 
forming part of a 10-year programme to encourage the return 
of the native oyster to Swansea Bay.  The Lagoon wall itself will 
be clad in natural rock and will include rock pools, overhangs 
and crevices to provide a variety of habitats for different marine 
species.  Herring spawning media will also be included along the 
seaward side of the western Lagoon seawall, with the option for 
future mussel rearing also being considered, subject to, amongst 
other things, confirmation of shellfish water quality criteria being 
met, which can be established once the Project is operational. 

A hatchery and associated laboratory is also proposed within 
the Western Landfall Building which could be used to increase 
biodiversity of the Lagoon and seawall, and research opportunities 
linked to the SUBC/SEACAMS.  

Figure 4.23 - Proposed Lagoon Water Shuttle service pontoon

Proposed pontoon location
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4.3.8 WATER QUALITY ENHANCEMENT WORKS

The outfall from Swansea Bay Waste Water Treatment Works 
(WWTW) terminates within the proposed Lagoon area.  In order 
to optimise water quality within the Lagoon for year round water 
contact sports, including during periods of heavy rainfall when 
occasional discharge of storm water from the long sea outfall may 
occur, additional measures can be implemented.  Two options are 
being considered and include:

 ▪ UV disinfection of the storm water

 ▪ Extension of the outfall 

The proposed UV disinfection plant would be used to treat all 
strom water flows which currently pass down the outfall, thereby 
reducing bacterial content to achieve the required water quality 
standard for year-round, water contact recreational use.

The UV disinfection plant would either be accommodated 
underground or in a small additional building, the dimensions of 
which would be unlikely to exceed 50m x 50m.

The option to extend the outafll would inlcude an extension of 
approximately 1.5km to allow discharge to take place outside of 
the Lagoon.  The works would include the construction of a new 
pipe similar to that already in place, laid on the seabed or buried 
in a trench below the level of the existing seabed at a depth 
agreed with DCWW.  The outfall extension would  be installed 
within a culvert to pass under the seawall.  

These options are discussed more fully within Chapter 4 of the 
Environmental Statement.

It is proposed to establish a Water Quality Strategy for the Lagoon.  
This would be developed in consultation with DCWW to ensure 
that the Lagoon operations team are advised of any issues at 
the Swansea WWTW that might impact Lagoon water quality.  
Provision will be made within the Water Quality Strategy for 
appropriate action to be taken should operational issues at the 
WWTW occur.  

There will be the establishment of a water quality advisory zone 
around the outfall location, where water quality maybe reduced, if 
the outfall remains within the Lagoon.  The extent of the proposed 
Zone is a 500m radius from the outfall position.  There will also be 
the establishment of bathing and swimming areas.  These would 
be located in parts of the Lagoon least impacted by the WWTW 
discharge, to minimise effects on bathing and swimming activities.  

Utilities	

Additional waste and water generated by the Offshore Building 
will be discharged into a pumping station adjacent to the building 
and then pumped via a sewer along the seawall.  Once at the 
western landfall, the sewer will be combined with that from the 
Western Landfall Building in a further pumping station.  From 
here, waste and waste water will be pumped along a new sewer 
installed within the proposed footpath/cycleway south of the 
Queen’s Dock and connected to the sewer at the entrance to the 
WWTW.
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Figure 4.24 - Construction areas

4.4. CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Areas of land will be required during the construction phase of the 
Project to support construction activities.  It may be necessary to 
split the construction support sites and therefore several options 
are considered, as illustrated on Figure 4.24.

The main component areas required are as follows:

 ▪ Area A (approximately 26,000m2): offices, stores, car parking, 
site access control and plant yard

 ▪ Area B (two possible locations, approximately 17,000m2 each): 
concrete batching plant, stock piling areas and pre-casting 
yard

 ▪ Area C (two possible locations, approximately 22,500m2): 
steelwork fabrication yard

 ▪ Area D (two possible locations, approximately 400m x 400m at 
the western landfall and 250m x 250m at the eastern landfall 
or equivalent ): storage yard
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Where possible, the footprint of permanent Project elements, 
such as the public realm areas, will be used to locate the 
construction support sites.

Road access to the Project for construction traffic will be via 
Fabian Way from the traffic controlled junction south of the Park 
and Ride, and then extending through the Port.  Exceptional 
loads, access at the start of the Project prior to the new access 
road being constructed and possible routing of a one-way system 
may require the use of the Baldwin’s Bridge junction for the 
off slip only.  The construction access route will then follow the 
permanent proposed Lagoon access road to the western landfall.  

The construction haul road will then be built on top of the western 
seawall, which will be constructed prior to commencement of 
construction works for the turbine and sluice gate housing.  This 
will connect the offshore construction support site with onshore 
areas allowing access by construction plant, concrete deliveries 
and transportation vehicles for the workforce.  

The proposed construction routes are illustrated on Figure 4.25.

Details of the full construction process can be found in Chapter 4 
of the ES. 

Figure 4.25 - Construction phase masterplan
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B

B

D

D

A

Access  control to 
Eastern Landfall Eastern haul road not to be lit. 

Task lighting as required 
(Haul road to be approx 8m wide)

Temporary bund work  site to be lit during 
working hours (24 hours a day at times).
Lighting below top level of bund

Construction haul road 
to temporary bund to 
have low level Lagoon 
facing lighting

Access from road network to 
constuction support sites to be lit 

Construction haul roads

Abnormal load access to 
construction supprt sites 

Potential vessel offload locations 

Potential rail offload locations

Foreshore rock storage area 250m x 250m 
located within footprint of permanent works

Requirements for site support areas:
(provided by Costain)

Area A:  Office, parking & access control - lit during hours of darkness
 100 x 260m or equivalent (min. 70m in either direction)

Area B:  Batcher - lit during working in darkness
 100 x 170m or equivalent (min. 80m in either direction)

Area C:  Fabrication yard (min. 70m in either direction) - lit during working in 
darkness
 145 x 200m or equivalent

Area D:  Rock stockpile - Task lit occasionally
 250 x 250m or equivalent (min. 80m in either direction)
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